Heathcote, Brown, and Mewhort (2002) Heathcote, Brown, and Mewhort (2002) have recently introduced a new method of estimating response time distributions that is based on quantiles. The likelihood of the parameters of the distribution is expressed as a function of these quantiles. Parameter values that maximize this likelihood are used as point estimates. The method is called quantile maximum likelihood estimation (QMLE). As discussed by Heathcote et al., there are three main advantages of QMLE. First, because QMLE is based on order statistics, it is more robust to outliers than conventional maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). Second, because QMLE uses only a subset of the observations, it is computationally faster than conventional MLE. This additional speed may prove important in large-scale problems with several participants and conditions. Third, the small-sample properties of QMLE may in fact be more desirable than conventional MLE. Given these advantages, QMLE is an attractive tool for research. In this paper, we demonstrate that Heathcote et al.'s framework has a logical flaw and provide a correction. We also confirm Heathcote et al.'s observation that in some situations, QMLE provides superior estimation.
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We discuss Heathcote et al.'s (2002) method and the correction within the context of a simple example. Consider the 20 observations, ordered from smallest to largest, in Table 1 . Our goal is to fit a parametric distribution, such as the ex-Gaussian distribution (Hohle, 1965) , to the data. With Heathcote et al.'s method, one first selects a set of probabilities, 0 Ͻ p 1 Ͻ . . . Ͻ p mϪ1 Ͻ 1 (we follow their notation here). In our example, we select p 1 ϭ .125, p 2 ϭ .375, p 3 ϭ .625, and p 4 ϭ .875. Next, one computes quantile estimates corresponding to these probabilities. There are a number of ways to compute quantile estimates (see Hyndman & Fan, 1996 , for a review). In Heathcote et al., quantile estimates are either an order statistic or a weighted average of adjacent order statistics (see Heathcote et al., 2002, for details) . Order statistics refer to the case in which data are ranked from smallest to largest. The second order statistic refers to the second smallest observation, the third to the third smallest observation, and so forth. In the example, the selected probabilities, p 1 , . . . , p 4 , correspond to quantiles estimated by the 3rd, 8th, 13th, and 18th order statistics, respectively. These observations are bold-faced in Table 1 ; ,
This is indeed a strange multinomial likelihood. In proper use of the multinomial distribution, the range of the distribution is divided into cells and counts are obtained in these cells. Cell probabilities can be calculated on the basis of parameters, and the multinomial distribution is the basis of the well-known chi-square goodnessof-fit test (Pearson, 1900) . For the true multinomial distribution, the cell counts n 1 , . . . , n m are integers and random, whereas for QMLE, the cell counts are nonrandom and may be fractions. For the true multinomial, the cell boundaries q O , . . . , q m are fixed and nonrandom. Here, these boundaries are random. Hence, the multinomial is not the appropriate likelihood.
A valid likelihood may be derived directly using the well-known formula for a subset of order statistics from a continuous distribution (Hogg & Craig, 1978 Likelihood L O is also a generalization of the likelihood for censored data (Dolan, van der Maas, & Molenaar, 2002; Ulrich & Miller, 1994) . Because our alternative is the valid likelihood of parameters given sample statistics, we can make use of standard statistical theory about maximum likelihood estimation. This theory guarantees that under a set of conditions, the regularity conditions, maximizing L O yields consistent and asymptotically maximally efficient estimates for order statistics (Lehmann, 1991) . It may be true that Heathcote et al.'s (2002) method is also asymptotically unbiased and maximally efficient, but we know of no proof of this statement. (Brown & Heathcote, 2003 , show that QMLE estimates are asymptotically normal, but they do not show asymptotic maximal efficiency.)
To explore the consequences of the corrected likelihood, we conducted simulation studies with the exGaussian distribution (Hohle, 1965) . In the first study, each data set consisted of 20 observations sampled from an ex-Gaussian with parameters µ ϭ 400 msec, σ ϭ 50 msec, and τ ϭ 100 msec. The 3rd, 8th, 13th, and 18th order statistics were then selected from these observations. Next, parameter estimates were obtained by maximizing 1 L M and L O . To construct the sampling distribution of the estimators, we repeated this sampling and estimation process 10,000 times. Results are shown in Table 2 
